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Abstract

A model has been developed to simulate a fixed-exit porous bleed system for supersonic inlets. The fixed-exit model allows the amount of bleed flow to vary according to local flow conditions and fixed-exit characteristics of the bleed system. This variation is important for the control of shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions within the inlet. The model computes the bleed plenum static pressure rather than requiring its specification. The model was implemented in the Wind-US computational fluid dynamics code. The model was then verified and validated against experimental data for bleed on a flat plate with and without an impinging oblique shock and for bleed in a Mach 3.0 axisymmetric, mixed-compression inlet. The model was able to accurately correlate the plenum pressures with bleed rates and simulate the effect of the bleed on the downstream boundary layer. Further, the model provided a realistic simulation of the initiation of inlet unstart. The results provide the most in-depth examination to date of bleed models for use in the simulation of supersonic inlets. The results also highlight the limitations of the models and aspects that require further research.

Introduction

A major challenge in the design of an inlet for an air-breathing propulsion system for an aircraft capable of sustained supersonic flight is the establishment of an efficient and stable shock system for the compression and deceleration of the flow through the inlet (refs. 1 and 2). Interactions between the shock waves and the turbulent boundary layers along the surfaces of the inlet can lead to boundary-layer separation. This can lead to decreased performance and perhaps instability in the propulsion system. For a mixed-compression, supersonic inlet, the instability will manifest itself as an “unstart” in which the internal shock system is disgorged from the inlet. This greatly increases drag and may lead to stall and blow out of the gas turbine engine.

One option for alleviating the adverse effects of shock/boundary-layer interactions is the placement of porous bleed regions on the inlet surfaces in the vicinity of the interactions—usually ahead of such interactions (refs. 1 to 5). Porous bleed consists of perforations in the surfaces through which a small fraction of the inlet core flow is extracted. The perforations are usually circular holes with a diameter much smaller than the inlet scales (e.g., inlet length or diameter). The bleed holes are usually located on the surfaces in bands or groups of rows. The number of bleed holes in a surface can be in the hundreds. The bleed flow enters a plenum and then is ducted from the plenum through a plenum exit. The extracted flow is mostly the lower-momentum flow of the boundary layer. This leaves the remaining boundary layer with a higher average momentum, which improves its ability to withstand boundary-layer separation. A secondary operation of bleed is to help stabilize the terminal shock within the inlet throat, which is the location of minimum flow cross-sectional area where the flow is slightly above sonic speed before the terminal shock. Downstream of terminal shock, the flow is subsonic. As the terminal shock encounters the bleed regions in the throat, the increased level of bleed inhibits the upstream motion of the shock.

The methods of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) have been shown to be effective for supersonic inlet design and analysis (ref. 6). The simulation of the bleed regions and their affect on the flow is a critical aspect of such analysis. Studies have been conducted to directly simulate the flow through a limited number of bleed holes (refs. 7 to 9). The flow is characterized by shock waves, regions of
separation, and acceleration to supersonic speeds depending on the bleed rate. The small scale of the porous bleed holes and the shear number of bleed holes in an inlet has led to the development of global bleed models that capture the overall effect of the bleed region rather than resolving the flow through each bleed hole (refs. 10 to 13). Mayer and Paynter developed a porous bleed model, which allowed the bleed rate to vary according to local conditions and applied it to the analysis of unsteady flow in supersonic inlets (ref. 10). The Mayer-Paynter bleed model used a table lookup of empirical data (refs. 1 and 14) for flow through bleed holes as the basis of their model. This model was implemented in the Wind-US CFD code (ref. 15) and represents the current state of bleed modeling in a production CFD flow solver. The supersonic inlet analyses of reference 6 demonstrated the use of this bleed model. The bleed model assumed that the bleed plenum static pressure was maintained at a constant, specified value—a constant-pressure bleed model. Such an assumption implies that a bleed system has a control system to adjust the plenum pressure by changing the area of the bleed plenum exit (ref. 4). Such a control system adds complexity and weight to the inlet. A less complex approach is to fix the area of the plenum exit and allow the plenum pressure to vary within an acceptable range. The objective of this paper is to introduce a modification to the Mayer-Paynter, constant-pressure bleed model to impose the condition of a fixed-exit for the porous bleed plenum—a fixed-exit bleed model.

The next section will further describe the porous bleed system and its modeling using the Mayer-Paynter bleed model and the fixed-exit modification. The modification was implemented in the Wind-US CFD flow solver and then applied to the analysis of several applications involving supersonic flow with bleed. The first application was a uniform, supersonic flow over a flat plate with bleed. The second application extended the first with inclusion of an oblique shock that interacted with the bleed region. Both applications allowed examination, verification, and validation of the operation of the bleed models for basic flow fields. The third application was a Mach 3.0 axisymmetric, mixed-compression inlet that contained four porous bleed regions.

**Porous Bleed System Description and Modeling**

A schematic of a porous bleed system representative of those found in a supersonic inlet is shown in figure 1. The core inlet flow is shown at the bottom of the figure with a turbulent boundary layer formed on the surface of the inlet. The inlet surface contains a porous bleed region through which an amount of bleed flow $W_{\text{bleed}}$ is extracted from the core inlet flow and drawn into the plenum. The porous bleed region is characterized by the bleed porosity $\Phi$, which is the ratio of the sum of the cross-sectional area of all the bleed holes $A_{\text{bleed}}$ in the bleed region and the surface area of the bleed region $A_{\text{region}}$. The arrows show the relative amount of flow through each bleed hole into the plenum. The plenum is assumed to be of a large enough volume such that the bleed flow stagnates with $M_{\text{plenum}} \approx 0$. The plenum can be characterized by a static pressure $p_{\text{plenum}}$, which is approximately equal to the total pressure in the plenum, $p_{T_{\text{plenum}}}$, due to the

![Figure 1. —Schematic of a fixed-exit bleed system.](image-url)
stagnation of the flow. In this schematic, the inlet core flow contains a normal or terminal shock located over the bleed region. The longer arrows from the bleed holes downstream of the shock represent the larger amount of flow expected through them due to the increase in static pressure across the normal shock. The bleed flow exits the plenum through an exit characterized by an exit area \( A_{exit} \), which is the minimum cross-sectional area the flow encounters as it exits the plenum. The flow leaving the bleed plenum through the exit is \( W_{exit} \). While the schematic shows a short, simple exit duct, some bleed plenums may have a much longer and convoluted exit duct. For example, a bleed plenum for a bleed region on the centerbody of an axisymmetric inlet may have a duct that is directed through the centerbody and then through a support strut. The losses as the flow exits through the exit duct and exit are characterized by a discharge coefficient, \( C_D \), which is the ratio of the actual flow to the ideal flow possible with isentropic flow. The static pressure of the exit, \( p_{exit} \), is assumed to occur at the location of \( A_{exit} \) and for the schematic shown, would be approximately equal to the static pressure of the exterior flow. It is desirable to operate the bleed system such that the exit flow is choked at the exit area location. This ensures that the external flow does not enter the bleed plenum.

The development of the porous bleed model starts with the flow balance illustrated in figure 1. That is, the flow rate for the bleed region \( W_{bleed} \) must equal the rate of flow entering the bleed plenum through the bleed holes \( W_{holes} \), which must also equal the rate of flow exiting the bleed plenum through the bleed plenum exit \( W_{exit} \), or

\[
W_{bleed} = W_{holes} = W_{exit} \tag{1}
\]

The rate of flow entering the bleed plenum through the bleed holes, \( W_{holes} \), is modeled with the relation

\[
W_{holes} = Q_{sonic \, bleed} A_{bleed} \left( \frac{\gamma}{RT_{t_{\delta}}} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{\gamma+1}{2} \right)^{-[(\gamma+1)/2 (\gamma-1)]} \tag{2}
\]

The rate of flow exiting the bleed plenum through the bleed plenum exit, \( W_{exit} \), is modeled with the relation

\[
W_{exit} = C_D A_{exit} \left( \frac{\gamma}{RT_{t_{\delta}}} \right)^{1/2} \left( 1 + \frac{\gamma-1}{2} M_{exit}^2 \right)^{-(\gamma+1)/2 (\gamma-1)} \tag{3}
\]

In equation (2), \( W_{holes} \) is evaluated using the total conditions at the edge of the boundary layer sweeping over the bleed region. The \( Q_{sonic} \) is the sonic flow coefficient, which is the ratio of the actual bleed flow to the reference flow based on the assumption of ideal sonic flow through the bleed holes. The \( Q_{sonic} \) is evaluated based on empirical data collected from experiments of uniform flow over a flat plate containing porous bleed regions (refs. 1, 14, and 16). The variation of is primarily correlated to the Mach number at the edge of the approaching boundary layer, \( M_{\delta} \), and the plenum pressure ratio, \( p_{plenum}/p_{t_{\delta}} \). The sonic flow coefficient is dependent on the geometric properties of the bleed hole, such as the angle, diameter, shape, etc., of the hole, as well as other factors not defined here. Willis, Davis, and Hingst provide a study on how the sonic flow coefficient varies with a variation of some of these factors (ref. 16). An analytic correlation for has also been the topic of research and will be the focus of future study (refs. 11 and 13).

In equation (3), \( W_{exit} \) is evaluated using the total conditions of the bleed plenum. Since the Mach number in the bleed plenum is assumed to be very small, the total pressure of the plenum is assumed to be equal to the static pressure of the plenum, \( p_{plenum} \). The total temperature in the plenum is assumed to be equal to the static pressure at the edge of the boundary layer based on an assumption of adiabatic flow. It is assumed that the area of the exit, \( A_{exit} \) is defined and known as an input to the model. The Mach number at the bleed plenum exit, \( M_{exit} \), depends on the static pressure at the plenum exit, \( p_{exit} \). If \( p_{exit}/p_{plenum} \)}
<0.528, then the bleed plenum exit is choked and equation (3) is evaluated with \( M_{exit} = 1 \). If \( p_{exit}/p_{plenum} > 0.528 \), the flow through the bleed plenum exit is subsonic. If it is assumed the subsonic flow through the bleed exit is isentropic, then \( M_{exit} \) can be found from the definition of total pressure. The discharge coefficient \( C_D \) is dependent on flow conditions and exit geometry. For this model, \( C_D \) is assumed to be a known constant.

The bleed plenum static pressure \( p_{plenum} \) is the independent variable that controls the flow through the bleed holes \( W_{holes} \) and the flow through the bleed plenum exit \( W_{exit} \). Figure 2 shows an example of how both flows vary with respect to \( p_{plenum} \). If the \( p_{plenum} \) is equal to the local static pressure at the surface of the inlet, then \( W_{holes} = 0 \) and \( Q_{sonic} = 0 \). As \( p_{plenum} \) decreases, \( W_{holes} \) and \( Q_{sonic} \) increase. Eventually, the flow through the bleed holes chokes and the \( W_{holes} \) and \( Q_{sonic} \) reach a maximum. Equation (3) for the variation of \( W_{exit} \) with respect to \( p_{plenum} \) is also plotted in figure 2. If the \( p_{plenum} = p_{exit} \), then \( W_{exit} = 0 \). As \( p_{plenum} \) increases, the flow through the exit is subsonic and increases until the flow chokes at the exit. As \( p_{plenum} \) increases further, \( W_{exit} \) increases linearly. The flow balance of equation (1) indicates that the bleed system will operate at the \( p_{plenum} \) at which the two curves described above intersect, as shown in figure 2. Thus, the fixed-exit bleed model is an iteration to find the intersection of equations (2) and (3).

The bleed boundary condition is imposed for all the surface grid points contained within the bleed region. The bleed model assumes a continuous bleed over the bleed region rather than identifying discrete holes. The effect of the bleed is to set the normal velocity component in the manner of

\[
v_N = \frac{W_{holes}}{\rho B A_B}
\]

The \( A_B \) is the boundary surface area associated with a surface grid point. The area of the bleed holes within \( A_B \) is defined by

\[
A_{bleed} = \Phi A_B
\]

Equation (2) defines \( W_{holes} \) and requires the flow conditions at the edge of the boundary layer above the surface grid point \((M_\delta, p_\delta, T_\delta)\). This is done by identifying a solution grid point at the edge of the boundary layer and evaluating the conditions at that solution point. The empirical basis for \( Q_{sonic} \) correlates \( Q_{sonic} \) with respect to \( M_\delta \) and \( p_\delta \) of the boundary layer approaching the bleed region. A major
assumption of the model is that evaluating $Q_{sonic}$ in this manner is suitable for general flow fields. This characteristic of the bleed model may not be ideal, especially when the edge of the boundary layer is not well defined. One example is a shock/boundary-layer interaction with boundary-layer separation. There exists a wide variation in the location of the boundary-layer edge. Further, the Mach number and pressures change discontinuously. One possible alternative approach is to correlate $Q_{sonic}$ with respect to surface properties. One result of computational studies was the decision to evaluate $p_t \delta$ using the static pressure at the surface grid point and $M_{\delta}$. This approach seemed to provide a more realistic bleed distribution than using $p_t \delta$ calculated at the boundary layer edge and is used for all of the applications of this paper. The normal component of velocity evaluated by equation (4) is then combined with the tangential component of velocity, which is determined using either a slip or no-slip wall boundary condition. It is recognized that the bleed induces a tangential component of velocity in addition to the normal component. The current bleed model does not account for that tangential component. Further, the current bleed model does not allow the normal velocity component to be directed into the inlet core flow, which would involve injection of flow from the bleed plenum into the core flow. These topics will be the subject of future research.

**CFD Simulation Methods**

The simulations of this paper were performed using the Wind-US CFD code (ref. 15). Wind-US is being developed by the NPARC Alliance (National Program for Applications-Oriented Research in CFD), which is an alliance of the NASA Glenn Research Center, the U.S. Air Force Arnold Engineering Development Center, and the Boeing Company. Wind-US solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent, compressible flows using a cell-vertex, finite-volume, time-marching approach. The cell-face fluxes are computed using a second-order Roe flux-difference splitting upwind-biased formulation. Steady flows are solved in a time-dependant manner using a first-order, Euler implicit method with local time stepping. The fixed-exit bleed model was implemented by modifying the existing Mayer-Paynter, constant-pressure bleed model to seek the bleed plenum pressure for each bleed region such that equation (1) is satisfied.

The simulations were performed using multiblock, structured grids. The grids resolved the turbulent boundary layers to a nondimensional wall spacing of approximately $y' \approx 4$. The stretching between successive grid points was kept below 20 percent. The simulations were performed using grids of various grid cell sizes to examine grid convergence. The convergence of the bleed rates was used to assess grid convergence. A consistent finding was that a streamwise grid spacing of 0.4 times the diameter of the bleed hole was sufficient to produce an approximately grid-independent solution. This produced a much finer grid than if total pressure recovery was used to assess grid convergence. The critical aspect for grid convergence seemed to be the proper resolution of the impinging shocks of a shock/boundary-layer interaction within a bleed region.

The simulations were performed using both the one-equation Spalart-Allmaras and the two-equation Menter Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence models to examine possible sensitivities due to choice of model. Both models produced similar results; however, the SST model appeared to better simulate the extent of the boundary-layer separation associated with shock/boundary-layer interactions. Thus, the SST model was used to produce the results shown in this paper.

**CFD Simulations of Bleed Flows**

CFD simulations of three flow fields with porous bleed were conducted to verify and validate the fixed-exit bleed model. The basic objectives were to assess the ability of the bleed model to determine (1) the spatial character of the bleed flow, (2) the bleed flow rate, (3) the effect of the bleed on the boundary layer, and (4) the effect of the bleed on the shock system. The first application involved uniform,
supersonic flow over a flat plate. The second application extended the first application by the inclusion of an oblique shock that interacted with the bleed region. The third application was a Mach 3.0 axisymmetric, mixed-compression inlet.

**Bleed on a Flat Plate in Uniform, Supersonic Flow**

The first application represented the simplest flow field involving bleed—a uniform, supersonic flow over a flat plate containing a bleed region. This application was studied in an experiment conducted by Willis, Davis, and Hingst at the NASA Glenn Research Center in the early 1990s (refs. 16 and 17). The primary objective of the wind tunnel study was to examine the effect of a variety of geometry parameters on $Q_{sonic}$. The wind tunnel tests were conducted at Mach numbers of 1.27, 1.58, 1.98, and 2.46. The CFD simulations considered only one bleed configuration (C1) containing circular holes with an incidence of 90° to the plate surface. The bleed region contained 6 rows of 12 bleed holes over a streamwise distance of 2.75 in. and a width of 7.0 in. The holes had $D = 0.25$ in. and $L/D = 1.0$. The plate was mounted flush onto the side of the tunnel test section. The boundary layer over the plate was the naturally-occurring boundary layer on the sides of the wind tunnel. The bleed plenum was attached to the outside of the wind tunnel. Ducting then connected the plenum to an altitude exhaust. A mass flow plug was used to establish the bleed flow rate, which was measured using a calibrated nozzle. The uncertainty of the experimental data was reported as 0.007 psi for static pressures, 0.045 psi for total pressures, and 2.4 percent for values of $Q_{sonic}$.

The computational flow domain is shown in figure 3 along with the Mach number contours of the flow field. A two-dimensional grid was used for the simulations. The bleed region is indicated by the arrows showing relative magnitudes of flow momentum at each grid point. The top of the flow domain is the centerline of the tunnel and an inviscid boundary condition was applied. The inflow conditions matched the boundary layer profile measured in the experiment. To generate this inflow boundary layer, a separate simulation was performed in which the flow conditions and length of forward duct were varied until the boundary layer edge conditions ($M_\delta, p_\delta$, and $T_{\delta}$) and velocity profile matched those of the profile of the data.

The flow field shown in figure 3 is for the Mach 1.27 simulation with the bleed flow at its maximum rate. The bleed rate across the bleed region was fairly uniform. The bleed caused a localized expansion and acceleration of the flow at the start of the bleed as the core flow was turned into the bleed region. The Mach number reached a peak of $M_\delta = 1.42$ at the start of the bleed region with values of $M_\delta = 1.38$ over the aft two-thirds of the bleed region. At the end of the bleed region, the flow turned back parallel to the wall and a weak shock formed. This reduced the Mach number back to $M_\delta = 1.27$. The expansion and shock waves reflected off the top boundary of the flow domain, but this was of no consequence to the bleed flow.

![Figure 3.—Flow domain, Mach number contours, and bleed momentum vectors for Mach 1.27 flow over a porous bleed region on a flat plate.](image-url)
The variations of $Q_{sonic}$ with the plenum pressure ratio ($p_{plenum}/p_{10}$) are shown in figure 4 for the four Mach numbers. The error bars for the experimental uncertainty in the measurement of $Q_{sonic}$ are plotted. For the CFD simulations, the variation of the plenum pressure was obtained by varying $A_{exit}$. The data show the general behavior of $Q_{sonic}$ with core Mach number. As the core Mach number increased, the $Q_{sonic}$ values decreased, with the greatest level of decrease occurring at the lower Mach numbers (e.g., Mach 1.27 to 1.58). Further, the range of plenum pressure ratio over which $Q_{sonic}$ varied decreased. Overall, the simulations did a good job in matching the data, especially at the higher Mach numbers. There was difficulty in simulating the zero-bleed condition. For example, the variation for Mach 1.58 could only reach a minimum of $Q_{sonic} = 0.015$ for the two highest plenum pressure ratios. This is likely an artifact of the procedures for the bilinear table lookup of the empirical $Q_{sonic}$ data used within Wind-US. This topic will require further study.

The variation of $Q_{sonic}$ for the Mach 1.27 simulation indicated values lower than the data. One possible explanation is the procedure by which $Q_{sonic}$ is evaluated for use in equation (2). The $M_\delta$ is evaluated at the specified grid point above the boundary grid point that approximates the edge of the boundary layer. From the Mach contours of figure 3, one can see the Mach number at the edge of the boundary layer is accelerated. Thus, the table lookup procedure of Wind-US evaluates $Q_{sonic}$ for $M_\delta = 1.38$ to 1.42. This yields lower $Q_{sonic}$ values than for $M_\delta = 1.27$. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4 with plots of the $Q_{sonic}$ variations for Mach 1.27 and 1.38 obtained from the table lookup routine (QSON90). As can be seen, the $Q_{sonic}$ variation from the simulation approaches the Mach 1.38 QSON90 curve at the lower plenum static pressure ratios as $M_\delta$ approaches Mach 1.38. This behavior suggests procedures could be improved with the model to better correlate the $Q_{sonic}$ variation with respect to local flow conditions. Perhaps the basis for representing $Q_{sonic}$ could rely on local surface conditions rather than conditions at the edge of the approaching boundary layer. Another possible explanation could be the difference of $L/D$ of the bleed holes between the empirical $Q_{sonic}$ data and the experiment. The $Q_{sonic}$ data within Wind-US is for $L/D = 3.0$, whereas this experiment had $L/D = 1.0$. While the $L/D$ has an effect on $Q_{sonic}$, for these values it is considered a small effect. The assumption of the bleed model is that the data is applicable to bleed holes with $L/D \leq 3.0$. The behavior observed at Mach 1.27 does not seem to be present for the simulations at the higher Mach numbers, which show good agreement between the simulations and data. The reason for this is not understood and more study of this behavior is needed.
Bleed Region on a Flat Plate with an Interaction of an Oblique Shock

The second application extended the first application by introducing an oblique shock that interacted with the bleed region (ref. 18). This application has also been the subject of CFD simulations by other researchers (refs. 8 and 19). The bleed plate and holes were similar to those of the first application; however, this application contained 8 rows of bleed holes over a streamwise length of 3.75 in. The experiment was conducted at a Mach number of 2.46.

The computational flow domain is shown in figure 5 along with the Mach number contours of the flow field. A two-dimensional grid was used. The inflow boundary conditions were set to match the reference boundary-layer profile measured in the experiment. The top boundary included the shock generator, which was at an 8° incidence angle to the flow. The start of the oblique shock was positioned such that the oblique shock reflected at the midpoint of the bleed region based on an inviscid analysis; however, the boundary layer caused the pressure rise associated with the interaction to move forward of the center of the bleed region. The shock was of enough strength to result in a small region of boundary-layer separation. The flow field shown in figure 5 is for the simulation with the bleed flow at its maximum rate. The arrows indicate that the bleed rate is greater downstream of the interaction, which is expected with the higher pressure and lower Mach number.

The variations of $Q_{\text{sonic}}$ with the bleed plenum pressure ratio ($p_{\text{plenum}}/p_{\text{in}}$) for both the experimental data and the CFD simulations are shown in figure 6. At the higher bleed rates, the CFD simulations indicated lower $Q_{\text{sonic}}$ values than the experimental data. One explanation may be the difficulty in defining the boundary-layer edge and evaluating $Q_{\text{sonic}}$ for use in equation (2) that was mentioned in the first application. The $\delta$ varies over the bleed region from $\delta = 2.46$ to 1.83 in a discontinuous manner as...
the flow crosses the incident and reflected shock waves. Again, the representation of $Q_{sonic}$ for use in the bleed model requires further study. At the higher plenum pressure ratios, the CFD simulations indicated higher values of $Q_{sonic}$ or a greater level of bleed flow. As mentioned in the first application, this behavior could be an artifact of the bilinear table lookup of the empirical $Q_{sonic}$ data. Another possible explanation is that the results highlight the inability of the bleed model to capture injection of flow from the bleed plenum into the core flow. The bleed model does not allow injection. If the plenum pressure is greater than the local static pressure, the normal velocity will be set to zero rather than compute a positive value. Thus, downstream of the shock interaction the bleed model is imposing some bleed flow; while upstream it is not allowing injection, which was observed to occur in the experiment at these higher plenum pressure ratios. This application demonstrates the need for a bleed model to simulate mixed bleed and injection and this will be a topic of future research. Overall, the comparison of the variation of $Q_{sonic}$ from the CFD simulations with the data was encouraging given the complexity of the interaction.

The variation of the surface static pressure along the flat plate about the bleed region is shown in figure 7. The static pressures are normalized by the static pressure at the edge of the reference boundary layer. Plotted are the variations for both the data and CFD simulations at three bleed levels: zero bleed, maximum bleed, and an intermediate bleed. For zero bleed, the CFD simulation indicated a smaller interaction region than the data. Both the data and the CFD simulations indicated that as bleed is increased, the size of the interaction region decreased and the pressures approached that of the inviscid solution. However, the CFD simulations indicated a greater decrease in the size of interaction region.

The effect of bleed on the boundary layer downstream of the bleed region is shown in figure 8. Plotted are the pitot pressure profiles for the data and CFD simulations at the three bleed levels previously mentioned. The pitot pressures are normalized by the total pressure at the edge of the reference boundary layer. There is good agreement between the data and simulations. Included in figure 8 are the values of the incompressible shape factor, $H_i$, as defined in reference 1. A value of $H_i = 1.3$ or below is a design goal (ref. 18). The effect of the bleed is to reduce $H_i$ to acceptable values.

**NASA Ames “1507” Supersonic, Mixed-Compression Inlet**

The third application was the simulation of a supersonic, mixed-compression inlet. The objective was to accurately determine the performance of the inlet, including the bleed rates and plenum pressures. The inlet chosen for this study was a Mach 3.0, axisymmetric inlet designed and tested at the NASA Ames Research Center during the late 1960s (ref. 20). The inlet is referred to here as the NASA Ames “1507” inlet after its report number (NASA TM X–1507). This inlet was chosen for this study because it had a simple axisymmetric shape. The support struts were downstream of the engine-face rake location, which removed significant three-dimensional effects that would limit the use of an axisymmetric, computational
flow domain. This inlet was also chosen because it contained a relatively complete set of bleed data, including bleed rates and plenum pressures for each bleed region. The CFD simulations used the shorter of the two subsonic diffusers reported in reference 20. This subsonic diffuser included vortex generators; however, they were not modeled in the CFD simulations.

Figure 9 shows a portion of the flow domain from the cowl lip to the throat. The inlet contained four porous bleed regions—two on the centerbody and two on the cowl. The forward two bleed regions (I and II) helped control the boundary layer through its interactions with the oblique shock waves. The aft two bleed regions (III and IV) were in the throat and served to control the interaction of the terminal shock with the boundary layers as well as provide some control of the forward movement of the terminal shock. The bleed holes were circular and at angles of 90° to the inlet surface. The holes of bleed region I had $D = 0.025$ in. with $L/D = 2.5$. The holes of bleeds II, III, and IV had $D = 0.125$ in. with $L/D = 0.5$. The porosity of all the bleed regions was 41.5 percent. While bleed regions I and II contain multiple rows of bleed holes, bleed region III contained only two rows and bleed region IV contained only five rows spread over a considerable length of the throat. Each bleed region fed into separate plenums with separate ducting and exits. The CFD simulation results are compared to data reported for bleed exit setting B of the experiment. The report did not list the actual exit areas for bleed setting B; however, the factor $C_D A_{exit}$ was estimated using equation (3) and data for the supercritical bleed rates.

Figure 9 also shows the Mach number contours. The oblique shock from the cowl lip reflected off of the centerbody. This reflected shock in turn reflected off the cowl downstream of bleed region I. The shock that interacted with bleed region II resulted in increased bleed flow downstream of the interaction. A weak shock in reflected from the centerbody. The discrete groupings of arrows for bleed region III and IV indicate the individual bleed rows. The terminal shock is shown at the downstream edge of the last row in bleed region IV.

The performance of a supersonic inlet is represented by the characteristic “cane” curve in which variation in total pressure recovery ($p_{t2}/p_{t0}$) is plotted with respect to the variation of the total bleed flow ratio ($W_{bleed}/W_0$) or the engine-face flow ratio ($W_2/W_0$). Figure 10 shows the cane curves for the data along with error bars to show the level of uncertainty in the measurement of the total bleed flow ratio ($\pm 0.5$ percent) and the engine-face flow ratio ($\pm 2.0$ percent). At the higher engine-face flow ratios, the inlet operated in supersonic mode with the terminal shock downstream of all bleed regions. The flow was supersonic over the bleed regions and the bleed rates and engine-face flow were constant. This formed the vertical portion of the cane. As the back pressure was increased, the terminal shock moved forward and the recovery increased. As the terminal shock encountered bleed regions III and IV, the higher pressure behind the terminal shock forced more flow through the bleed holes and the engine-face flow decreased. This formed the “knee” portion of the cane curve and was the desired operating point for the inlet. With further back pressure, the bleed and recovery increased while the engine-face flow decreased. An important characteristic of an inlet is the level of back pressure that will cause the inlet to unstart. The data indicated unstart occurs when the engine-face flow ratio dips below 88 percent. At this point, the terminal shock was likely pushed forward of bleed regions III and IV.
The CFD simulations were performed with both the constant-pressure and fixed-exit bleed models. The respective cane curves are presented in figure 10. The simulations were first run with supercritical flow to adjust the plenum pressures to match the supercritical bleed rates for each bleed region. The constant-pressure bleed model held constant the plenum static pressures determined at the supercritical condition. The fixed-exit bleed model held fixed the factor \((C_D A_{exit})\) determined from equation (3) for the bleed rates and plenum pressures at the supercritical condition. The cane curves were generated by increasing the back pressure in the inlet by reducing the throat area of a downstream nozzle that was choked. This computational procedure mimicked the mass-flow plug used in the wind tunnel test. The cane curves from the simulations show good agreement with the data. The plots of the total pressure recovery versus the engine-face flow ratio show that the CFD simulations indicated a lower engine-face flow ratio than the data. However, there is an inconsistency in the experimental data. At the supercritical condition, the data indicates a 7 percent bleed ratio and a 95 percent engine-face flow ratio; however, added together they should not exceed 100 percent of the captured flow. The data is likely showing the artifact of the 2 percent error in measuring mass flows. The simulations with the constant-pressure bleed model were able to reach an engine-face flow ratio of 85 percent without unstart. The simulations with the fixed-exit bleed model indicated the inlet would unstart when the engine-face flow ratio dips below 89 percent, which is close to the 88 percent indicated by the data.

The distributions of the surface static pressure along the centerbody and cowl are presented in figure 11. The axial station is normalized by the cowl radius. The surface static pressures are normalized by the freestream static pressure. The data presented in figure 11 indicates that the inlet is slightly supercritical with the terminal shock downstream of the throat. The uncertainty in the measurement of the static pressures was reported in reference 20 as ±0.2 percent, which cannot be reasonably shown in figure 11. The interaction of the cowl shock with the centerbody provides the first increase in pressure on the centerbody. Capturing this interaction with a CFD simulation is essential if one expects to accurately capture the downstream flow. This follows from the generally downstream propagation of information in the supersonic flow. The wind tunnel data indicate the interaction occurs between axial stations from 3.1 to 3.3. The static pressures from the CFD simulation indicate good agreement with the wind tunnel data. On the cowl, the interaction of the reflected shock with bleed region I occurs between axial stations from 3.4 to 3.6. The CFD results indicate greater static pressure compared to the wind tunnel data, but the increase in static pressure seems to be in the correct position. As the flow encounters shock interactions further downstream, the flow becomes more complex. The static pressures from the CFD simulation show dramatic variation in the throat. Part of this variation is that the static pressure drops dramatically within bleed regions III and IV. The trend of the static pressures from the simulation does follow that of the wind tunnel data within the throat. The CFD simulation places the terminal shock at the end of bleed region IV.
The wind tunnel data indicates a shock further downstream. Part of this mismatch is likely due to the fact that the CFD simulation is operating at a slightly higher back pressure than the wind tunnel data.

The variation of the bleed flow ratios for bleed regions III and IV with respect to the total bleed flow ratio is presented in figure 12. As the back pressure was imposed, the bleed flow in bleed regions III and IV and the total bleed rate increased. The comparison with the data is good and suggests that the fixed-exit bleed model can accurately indicate the change in the bleed flows of individual bleed regions as the inlet flow changes. The bleed flows in bleed regions I and II matched the data and did not change with increased back pressure, since those regions were ahead of the terminal shock.

The simulations were set up to match the bleed flows of the data for each bleed region at the supercritical condition rather than match the bleed plenum static pressures. For bleed region I, the resulting plenum pressure of the simulation did match that of the data. The plenum pressure from the simulation for bleed region II was about 20 percent higher than the data. The plenum pressures for bleed regions I and II did not change with the increase in the inlet back pressure. The variations of the bleed plenum static pressures with respect to the total bleed flow ratio for bleed regions III and IV are presented in figure 13. The pressures from the simulations are higher than those indicated from the data. While the slope of the variation for bleed region IV is similar to the wind tunnel data, the slope for bleed region III...
diverges sharply at the higher bleed flow ratios. The reason for this is not fully understood at this time. The differences are likely due to a combination of the complexity of the flow, uncertainties in the bleed model, and uncertainties in the turbulence model. Further, there are uncertainties in the data. For example, the report did not clearly indicate where the plenum pressures were measured. It was assumed that static pressure taps existed within the plenums. However, the schematic of the tunnel model shows total pressure probes in the exit duct for bleed region IV. The ability to simulate the plenum pressure is of importance for practical reasons since it allows estimation of the bleed drag. This topic will be studied in the future.

Conclusion

A bleed model has been developed to simulate a fixed-exit bleed system for use in a CFD flow solver. The model has been implemented in the Wind-US CFD code and was used to simulate steady flow for some fundamental bleed flows and a supersonic axisymmetric, mixed-compression inlet. The conclusions are

1. The bleed model is capable of providing realistic variations of the bleed over the bleed region in response to local flow conditions, specifically shock waves interacting with the bleed regions.
2. The bleed model is capable of providing the variation of the bleed flow with respect to the plenum static pressure that is of use for supersonic inlet design.
3. The bleed model is capable of creating the desired effect on the boundary layers downstream of the bleed regions, specifically improving the velocity profile and decreasing the incompressible shape factor.
4. The fixed-exit bleed model demonstrated the realistic behavior of increased bleed and plenum pressure levels as the inlet back pressure is increased.
5. The fixed-exit bleed model demonstrated a realistic simulation of the initiation of unstart in the inlet due to limits on the bleed flow as the inlet back pressure is increased.
6. While the studies provide the most comprehensive evaluation to date of the state-of-the-art methods in a CFD flow solver for bleed modeling for application to supersonic inlets, several topics were identified for further research. These include the representation of \( Q_{sonic} \) with respect to local surface conditions and the ability to accurately model local flow injection from the bleed region.
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A model has been developed to simulate a fixed-exit porous bleed system for supersonic inlets. The fixed-exit model allows the amount of bleed flow to vary according to local flow conditions and fixed-exit characteristics of the bleed system. This variation is important for the control of shock-wave/boundary-layer interactions within the inlet. The model computes the bleed plenum static pressure rather than requiring its specification. The model was implemented in the Wind-US computational fluid dynamics code. The model was then verified and validated against experimental data for bleed on a flat plate with and without an impinging oblique shock and for bleed in a Mach 3.0 axisymmetric, mixed-compression inlet. The model was able to accurately correlate the plenum pressures with bleed rates and simulate the effect of the bleed on the downstream boundary layer. Further, the model provided a realistic simulation of the initiation of inlet unstart. The results provide the most indepth examination to date of bleed models for use in the simulation of supersonic inlets. The results also highlight the limitations of the models and aspects that require further research.